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EDITORIAL 

Campus Christian Council, during the coming weeks, will initiate and (hope
fully) perpetuate two new radical activities off campus. 

The first of these is a recreational facility for State students - a coffee 
house, to be called The Golden Eye. We wish to point out that there is a differ
ence between a coffeehouse andacoffee hour. One ama~ing difference is that 
our ccffee house is open from 9:00 p.m. till 1:00 a.m. Furthermore, a coffee 
house is a place; it is an on-going institution; it is an atmosphere - an atmos
phere conducive to discussion. We are convinced that a coffee house is an essential 
accoutrement to any respectable university. We feel that the pntentialities are 
enormous. It is not fot these reasons, however, that we recommend The Golden Eye 
for your consideration .. it is because we sincerely believe that the opportunities 
for discussion on a serious plane regarding serious topics are, now, limited; that 
such discussion is more than valuable, it is stimulating, interesting, entertaining, 
and rewarding; !?.nd that, whether as active participant or thoughtful observer, you 
will find such an opportunity for discussion at The Golden Eye. As editor of 
Skandaloh, I therefore extend my invitation and the invitation of Campus Christian 
Council to be with us on Friday, October JO, at 9:00 p.m., at 820 Madison Avenue, 
for the opening of The Golden Eye. 

The second of these is a church service. The issues involved have been dis
cussed lehgthily within this journal and outside of it. What is at stake is a 
church - your church - a Church of the University Community. Some of us already 
have churches, of course, Some do not. Some of us are even happy with the church 
we are attending. Some of us are net. It is to the latter, those who are dis
satisfied or unhappy; or who simply want something more relevant to their lives 
as collegiate Christians, to whom the Church of the University Community mak es its 
greatest appeal. If you wish to belong to a church that is different, a parish 
that is primarily concerned with your own particular needs as Christians on campus -
check the bus schedule on page four for time and place. 

-Editor
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

WHO IS J. ROGER LEE, AND OTHER THOUGHTS ON THE 1964 CAMPAIGN 

I have a recurring feeling of deja vu during Presidential campaigns. In 
particular, I begin to suspect thatthe great numbers of polemics from either 
side are really the work of a few authors. As an addict of the detective story, 
a favorite pastime of mine has been to determine their true identity. After a 
careful study of the internal evidence, especially the relentless pursuit of the 
truth through the thickets of legal and philosophical obscurity, I have decided 
that J. Roger Lee is really Arthur Krock, doing a bit of moonlightiog from 
the Times. (Or perhaps Arthur Krock is really J. Roger Lee. The possibility 
is fascinating.) · 

Under either by-line, his work bewilders an amateur in abstruse political 
analysis such as myself. However, Mr. Lee (or should I say Mr. Krock) has done 
us a service in his 8kandalon essay by pointing out the lack of empirical content 
in campaign slogans. Extremism is an empty box, and cannot be latP-lled good or 
bad until we specify the behavior that we term extreme. The box can be filled 
nevertheless, -,and, in the do-it-yourself American tradition, most of us do so. 
To me, and possibly to others, political extremism means the rejection of the 
semi-open procedures for achieving a democratic consensus, but rather the pursuit 
of violent or conspiratorial methods toward desired ends. I regard this as bad, 
although Mr. Lee may not, and feel that Mr. Goldwater 1s San Francisco speech en
couraged this behavior. Extremism in the defense of anything, from liberty to 
bubble-gum chewing, is a vice. Means are important, and their goodness muat · be 
evaluated, as well asthe goodness of ends. If I am an incompetent teacher,, 
surely Mr. Lee would not shoot me to eliminate me, although competent teaching 
is a desirable end. To seek liberty by certain means will debase it, or prevent 
its attainment. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Lee's candidates 
nalism, are boxes as empty as extremism. 
What behavior does Mr. Lee have in mind? 
of handing us more of these empty boxes. 

for campaign issues, freedom or pater" 
Whose freedom? Freedom to do what? 
Much of the Goldwater campaign consists 
Surely the conservative voice would be 

(continued, page two) 
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_WHO IS J, ROGER LEE, AND OTHE~ THOUGHTS ON THE 196h CAMPAIGN, continued 

invaluable to remj.nd us that expansion of [ overnment involves costs as well a s 
benefits. Growth of the government section does bring certain coercions of 
individuals. rhe Supreme Court does make laws"1and has been doing so f&r 15C 
years). Gove'thment departments such as State and Agriculture are bureaucratic. 
Viet Nam i s a mess, and the Johnson administration has minimized or misrepre
sent.ed th~l:l:isorder (as did the Kennedy and Eisenhower atlministrations as well). 

Intell;i.gent public debate on these and other questions is essential., but 
this campaign has not promoted this debate. I have been one of those who have 
observed t he more ideological British party politics with longing , yet I nm afraid 
that the comir~ of ideology to American politics in 1964 has lowered the quality 
and obscured the issues in public debate. We cannot ask the style of a graduate 
seminar from Mr. Johnson and Mr. Goldwater, but surely we can ask for more than 
we have been getting . · 

I am afraid we must blame this on Mr. Goldwater. H& is, on his record, a 
man of principle, but ccnc~rn with principles., such . as liberty or freedom or 
isolation is merely play with the empty boxes. Principles must be translated 
into policy, specific social actions to achieve desired social states, and here , 
Mr. Goldwater loses interest • . Richard Hofstadter, in the New York Review of 
Books, pointed out that Mr. Goldwater was not active in Senate committees 
attempting to f .ormulate or modify legislation., as was another conservative hero, 
Robert Taft, but began and ended his policy contribution by voting No. Concern 
for principles without experience or interest in the hard and ambiguous pro
cesses of policy formulation leads to the pseudo-profundities of the bull session, 
and this is the level of much of the 1964 campaign., Public policy is not simple , 
to be solved in speeches after dinner. As I look into . rrrJ heart, as Mr. Golrlw:.,tt:T 
recommends, I find him certainly not evil, but innocent and at times fool:i.t:.h. My 
own innocence and foolishness is of trivial social consequence, but the innocence 
(,nd foolishness of a President is surely of more importance. 

-H. D. Birckmayer-

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Sex comprises one of the more significant 

VIEWPOINT (and sensitive) areas of concern in the 
lives of modern men and .women. The vieWM 
points expressed in the following article 
r.tre r.: ... ·L ne cessarily those of the editor 

of Skandalon. We do believe, hoWE-V:'0: l ~-. },.:'. L ll,2 questions raised are. important 
ones; we submit them for your C'"'n.r"~ · -~~ -:.'. i ~"l., El:1d cordially remind you that the 
topic for discussion at The C- r, -.r: ,, :, : 31 t u j_..5 :b riday, will be the meaning of and 
implications of sex in our. t ime~- -

THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF 
Sfi'X B~~L~VI OR ON CAMPUS 

- -·by ·Gr 0g0"i.·ylV.ogiia __ _ 

-Editor-

Norman Cousins in a recent is s11.9 of the ,Sot1Jrday Review described American ., .- --"----society as one of blurred vr.:.l 1es w:1 i c:.11 1,ave t c--,_. r romoted by the fant i:istic pace 
of our lives. His point i D wu~·th t ""rl: i ng into ;_,;: ,.,ount when we focus upon questions 
of sexual morality on the cai,ipus_. 

The campus can be a breedin:? pJ ::1.r e fr,::- s -·,,.1.'.l l aberration. The on-campus 
student is made keenly aware of 1.:10 aj_ i.-8! n i"u.i.\ c. .::; regarding sex. As parents and 
church tend to lose influence, there is a < ,' t"i:-osponding increase in the strength 
and influence of one's fell cw3. · 

What is the nature of -:he choices wM-"11 c;:i.use the clouding of values regardi n;;r 
sex? To this obser·,er, t :v::;:, c ar e th-r ee b --. ~-:_,i ci . .:. t ernatives: 

First, there fo ')is 0r ;: -;_,;,, ':. wM er ~:.· ·1 bi, '~9on as conventional morality. The 
individuals involved 'L'"! ". ·-- ·,-ri..7.ec.'I b-, 1:1--.e L, i!.'.~s Day movie stereotype: have f un 
by dating, s earch f o:r fr ,c. ; :m.u nn"'...~-J ,,. · ; :,, -;;-i.rginal. until 11he 11' is found. Sex 
is controlled by that ::iuE-1 --, ,~ • +- the :·:i =· -: (;,r;_r i'Jr marriage purposes., 

Next, we meet th e i~· · , (: • 1:' :;·_ ..., : ..: ~ul r." .Jf this individual rests upon t hree 
s exual criteria: whcre·:e: 1 ·:Y:k'· -c~, • .. - :.:::-h": cr . This is a live-for-the-moment., 
t here I s-only-one-life --tc .. , ·.:ii,' ,~- ·' 7 c,;:r-~ 1 ..r .. ~:'1t ,·:nglements with anybody or anything 
only hinder the purs:..:.:_t C"~ c.:- _ .. ,. , -,c1 :r ; :_: ~. 

Resting somewhat prs.: · ·-·;_ ; , :,__./ . t-,, 2,1 the two is the individual whose out-
look may be summarized as ~ " 1., , .· _ l.:iu-:, you better be in love. 11 11 Love 11 becomes 
the ultimate answer, the r.: ~ _ , ,, . 1 '. ' · '~ :.n :: n love, 11 once spoken, becomes reason 
enough. The phrase has dev•_, .: -, :-, -; .C i" . ·ns ambiguity, however, for 11 falling in 
love" can coincide with th8 ,., , .-_ ~ ,1 a milkman's bottle. 

Having viewed the possib:, ··_:_" , ::; ;:, ()pen to us, we can now consider the indi
viduals involved. But for the.: 0 1. , i· . .:..~valved, those w};to have ·not made a selection , 
from the choices above, little ::: , · '• offered in the way of s·olution. Social. 
influences exert their force aL ~ne can do is pick and choose as the situa-
tion warrants. Unless one I s dee .; :.· · - ls irrevocable and final, there will always 
be grounds for a dissenting viewpoi.nt within one I s own mind. 

1 
'( acntinuod on pa.go three) 
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THE J.UL,__,S , ti iD REGULATIONS CF SEX BEHAVIOR ON CAMPUS, continued 

Even for those who have made a selection, it is of interest to review the 
alternative.s and re-evaluate their choice. It is asked that they see their 
decision not as a placement on a right-wrong continuum but as an endorsement 
of a particular set of rules. The easiest thing for the choicemaker to do is 
to denounce the alternatives as 11wrong. 11 One takes as an example the utterings 
of the virginal young men and women. Highly derogatory and insulting remarks 
are made about young women who have made the opposite choice. Retaliation is 
not wanting from the kicks crowd, either. In either case, the choicemakers 
have placed themselves on the right side of the continuum and their opposites 
on the wrong side. What both fail to see is that whereas right and wrong is 
relative to their peculiar outlook, the fact that they follow a set of rules 
is not. 

The joyride gang, the lovers, and the virginals each have a set of rules 
which tend to conflict, The desire is for a simple recognition and respect for 
those other rules no matter how alien. An argument for tolerance eliminates 
our right-wrong labels and makes possible a more objective selection on the part 
Qf those who have not yet made a decision. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0•0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

MOVIES AND MISCEGENATION. 

Moviemakers have from time to time turned out fine films which probe deeply 
into sigriific·ant moral iysues. They haventt had much luck with the race question, 
however. For a long while they were afraid to touch the subject; when they did 
approach it (as in 11 Kingsblobd Royal 11 or 11 Pinkie 11 ) the results were far removed 
from the realities of race relations• 11 The Defiant Ones 11 of a few years back 
treated :cace relations honestly but peripherally; rrtaisin in the Sun 11 suffered 
in transition from the stage i.nri teetered dangerously on the edge of sentimentality 
despite the obvious talent lavished on it. 

11 0ne Potato, Two Potato" is remarkable for the fact that it deals directly 
and honestly with miscegenation and its effects on the m.~rriage partners and the 
children. Unfortunately, the film's aspirations outrun the capabilities of almost 
everyone who had a part in making it. The plot is simple. A white woman (played 
effectively by Barbara Barrie) with afive--yea~-old daughter divorces her husband 
for desertion. She meets a Negro mnn at work, they 6radually fall in love and 
are married. Her former husband returns from a job in South America, is shocked 
to discover his daughter living with a Negro step-father and a mulatto half-brother, 
and sues to regain custody. The film ultimately poses the question the judge 
faces: should the child for her own happiness be remanded to the custody of her 
father, given the prejudice that exists in the world? The authcrs pretty clearly 
load the story line in favor of the mixed couple; consequently, this viewer found 
it simply incredible that the judge should have awarded custody of the child to 
her father, despite the filmmakers' assurances that decisions of this kind have 
been handed down in the courts. 

Some of my friends found the film deeply moving. Indeed, some of the scenes 
are effective. Shooting the film in Painesville, Ohio, lends an air of authen
ticity to the proceedings. The wedding of the mixed couple before a justice of 
the peace and under the jaundiced eye of the witness is chilling. The final 
scene in which the child leaves her mother is touching, But I found some of the 
scenes painfully inept; too many were of sociological but not dramatic signifi
cance. And the film is cursed with an intrusive musical score that at times 
borders on parody as it attempts to underl.tne the dramatic developments. 110ne 
Potatc, Two Potato 11 is a noble pro,j) ct. But its drama becomes melodrama and its 
sentiment slips into sentimentality. Ultimately I think the film collapses under 
its burden of inadequate dialogue, direction, and actors. A noble failure, but 
a failure nonetheless. 

-Kendall Birr
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

STUDY GROUPS UNDERW/i.Y 

Mr. David Heal 1s 81:;udy group on Mere Christianity is meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
on Thursdays at 501 State Street. Allstudentc interested in exploring basic 
questions of Christian belief are invited to take part. Copies of c. s. Lewis's 
book of the same name, which provides the point of departure for the discussion, 
are available from Mr. Heal (Detro~t Annex 21). 

The group on Contemporary Chr istian Thot,ght, led by the Reverend Frank Snow, 
will meet at 7:00 p.m. on MondaJ nights in Brubacher. The text here is John 
Robinson's Honest to God, with special attention the next few weeks on Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer 1 s Letters and Papers from Prison, and, in particular, the theme of 
11 religionless Christianity~" All who are interested in dealing with basic 
questions of faith in our day are invited to be on hand on Monday, November 2. 
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THE CHURCH OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY I ' motive 

Meeting for Worship 

8:30 a.m. Service of Holy 
according to the Book of 
of the Episcopal Church 

I The fir~t issue of motive has arrived. 
' For those who know the magazine, this 

Communion will be good news. For those who don't, 
Common Prayer a treat is in store, for it is one of 

9:00 a.m. Ministry of the Word and 
Ministry of the Lord's Supper for all 
Students and Faculty 

a.t 

United-Fourth Presbyterian Church 
916 Western Avenue 

Busses: 

Leave Sayles Hall: 
Leave State Cafeteria: 
Arrive at the Church, 
Return from the Church: 

TO THE EDITORs 

8:00 nnd 8s35 
8 :15 and 8 :50 
8 :20 and 8 :55 
10:00 

the most exciting and original campus 
publications in the country. - Though 

I published by the Methodist Student Move
ment, students (and faculty) of many 
denominations and traditions will find 
it exciting and provocative. The cost 
is very reasonable, so stop at 501 State 
Street for a copy. 
Skandalon is the biweekly journal of Cam
pus Christian Council. Articles, poems, 
essays, drawings, or short stories are 
welcome, Welcome also are written re
sponses to articles published in Skandalon , 
Anyone interested in submitting work shoult.1 

contact Guy McBride, Editor, via Student 
Mail or at 500 Hamilton Street (489-4162), 
or leave materials at 501 State Street, 

It is well to have pointed out to us, in this time of politic6i emotionalism, 
that the term 11 extremism11 is merely a qu;-,.ntitative designation referring to a 
position in relation to the middle point of aey political belief. And this was 
accomplished by Mr. Lee in the last issue. However, the objective and academic 
tone of the analysis disintegrates with the influx, in the last tm pnr~graphs, 
of definitely political propaganda. It is these final statements, not the whole 
presentation, with which I wish to take exception. 

Mr. Lee states that one cannot make an ethical judgment of an extremist 
position until one knows of whnt quality the position is a quantitative extreme. 
Jin the final analysis., he concludes that Senator Goldwater's position is the 
"extreme -of the defense of liberty, 11 which conclusion he bases on the Senator's 
remark that "extremism in the defense of liberty is no vice." He then goes on 
to say tho.t the Senator's position is 11 either good or evil as the defense of 
liberty is either good or evil. 11· 

This is excellent propaganda technique, for who in this country could justi
fiably say that the defense of liberty is evil? Therefore; they feel obliged to 
concede that Senator Goldwater's extremist position is likewise not evil. Not 
so, however. For in this case, it is not the ends alone to which we must apply 
the ethical judgment, those ehds being the defense of liberty as stated; we must 
also t ake full account of the means as well, for just as Senator Goldwater is 
capable of having an extreme position on ends to be accomplished, he is likewise 
as able to hold an extreno pocition on the means through which those ends are to 
be accomplished • . And it is on this dimensiort of Senator Goldwater's position 
which I base my exception to Mr. Leets statement as to the "goodness" or 11 evil 11 

of this instance of extremism. 
I do not wish to involv• myself in a political discussion around the subject 

of these extreme 11means, 11 but merely desire to point out what hci&I been overlooked, 
whether for the purpose of propaganda or of honest oversight. In either case one 
must recognize that Mr. Lee 1s argument as to the basically qunntitntive character 
or extremism is in all aspects valid, though the inferences drawn therefrom are 
not, or are, at least, incomplete. 

-Phil Lord, Jr.
************************ * **************** 

T H E G O L D E N E Y E 

L, ! Coffee House~£!,~ £!_liversity Students~ Faculty 

Every Friday night, from 9:00 p.m. to 12 midnight (or thereafter) 
at 820 Madison Avenue (between Quail and Ontario )• t-

Beginning this Fri.day, October 30 · 
With WilliamGrimes""""'{'philosopher) and Robert Garvin (theologian) 
in dialogue on 11Sexualityand Human Meaning" 

All intelligent, inquisitive and vocal people invited! 

*Actually it's in the basement of Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church, but never mind,. 


